Join us for some fun CS department events!

- Spring Cirque du CS
- Holiday cookie party
- Faculty-student frisbee game

Spring Cirque du CS

A celebration of student accomplishments in Computer Science! Demonstrate your CS110 project!

Holiday Cookie Party

Take a break from the end-of-semester crunch and join us for some cookie baking, great food and fun crafts!

As they say, "you are what you eat!"

Outdoor Fun

Faculty-student Frisbee game

All levels of skill and experience are welcome!

The faculty have always beaten us in the past, but never again! We have some Wellesley Whiptails on our team and we've been practicing hard, so we're gonna kick the faculty's butt this year! -- anonymous CS student

See more photos of our fun CS events here

• How is a <title> different from a <h1>? (each page should have a distinct title!)
• How is a <h1> different from a <h2> vs. a <h3>?
• How is a bullet list created?
• What does a <strong> do?
• What does a <p> do?
• What does a <blockquote> do?
• What does an <em> do?
• What does a <br> do?
• What does a <do> do?
• How are the beginning and end of a region marked?
• Are there tags that don't have both a beginning and an end?
• What tag is used to insert an image? How does its use differ from other tags in the file?
• How are hyperlinks (links to other web pages) created?